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Baidyanath Ray has proved a fixed point theorem for a sequence 
-of continuous maps on a metric space (see [4], Theorem 2.1). We 
prove the existence of fixed point in complete quasi-gauge space 
in [l]. We also extend the result for these incomplete quasi-gauge 
spaces which can be completed. 

We first give a few definitions : 

DEFINITION 1. (Reilly [5]). A quasi-gauge structure for 
topological space (X, T) is a family P of quasi-pseudometrics on X 
such that T has as a subbase the family P of quasi-pseudometrics on 
X such that T has a subbase the family {B(x, p, .o) : x in X, p in P, 
E>O} where B(x, p, E) is the set {Yin X/P(x, y)<E}, If a topological 
space (X, T) has a quasi-gauge structure P, it is called a quasi-gauge 
space and is denoted by (X, P). 

Remark. Every topological space is a quasi-gauge space (see [5] 
Theorem 2.6). If (X, d) is a metric space we may take P to consist 
of d alone. 

DEFINI l ION 2. A continuous mapping T : X --r X of a quasi-gauge 
space X into itself is called densirying, if for every x, y EX such that 
p (x, y) > 0, we have 

p(Tx, Ty) < ,\ p(x, y). 

We now prove the followifig theorem for the complete quasi-gauge 
spaces. 

Theorem 1. Let {T,J be a sequence of densifying and weakly 
p-contractive mappings, each mapping being on a left (right) 
sequentially complete quasi-gauge space (X, P) into itself such that

( i ) For any two operators T., Ti, p(T, x, Ti y) < ,\ p(x, y) 
where O < ,\ < 1 and x, y E X with x -,c. y and 
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( ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of { xn = TnXn-1 } are distinct. 

Then T has a unique common fixed point. 

PROOF. The above theorem has already been proved in paper [I]. 
We define the completion of quasi-gauge space (X, P) as follows. 

Suppose (X, P) is a quasi-gauge space and (X*, P*) is a completion 
of it. Then x• consists of all equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences 
in (X, P) under an equiv::ilence relation defined as follows. If {xn} and 
{yn} are P-Cauchy in (X, P) then {x,,} is equivalent to {Yn} if and only 
if lim11 -.,00 p(x,,, y 11)=0. Let T : (X, P)-?(X, P) be a contraction 
map. Then define T* : (X*, P*)-?(X*, P*) as follows. If x*EX* with 
{x11 : XnEX}=x* then T* x*=the equivalence class containing {Tx11}. 

Next we prove two lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Suppose {Tn} is a sequence of densifying mappings, 
each mapping being from a quasi-gauge space (X, P) into itself, such 
that 

( i) If x, y EX with x,c. y then p(T;x, Tiy) < 'A p(x, y) where 
0 < ..\ < 1 and i,j = I, 2, 3, ... , and. 

( ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of x are distinct and Xn=Tw.Xn-l• for n= 1, 2, ... ,. 
Then (i) and (ii) are true for { T,, *} in X*. 

PROOF. (i) Let x*, y* be any two points of X* such that x*:f:y* 
and let {xn} Ex* and {Yn} E y*. 

Without loss of generality, let xn,c.Yn for all n. Now for any two 
members Ti and Tj, 

We have 
lim11 -v.00 p(T,x11 , Tiv,,)<..\ lim,,-.,.00 p(x,,, y,,) 

i.e. p(T,*x*, T/y*)<.\ p*(x*, y*). 

(ii) Take x0 * =X0' =the equivalence class containing {x0, x0, ... , 

x0, ... ,}. Let x 1 *= T1 * x0', the equivalence class containing {T1x0 , 

T1x0 , ••• , T1x0 , • ,} i.e., the class containing {xH Xp .. ., x1 , ••. } 

=xi'. Similarly Xn * =x,/ where n= 1, 2, ,. Since x,. ~ Xr+i for any 
r, so x,.'¢x·'+1 ' and hence x,. *;;;6x,.+1* for any r. 

The proof is thus completed. 

Note. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, we can apply Theorem 1 
to show that {Tn *}each mapping (X*, P*) into itself has a unique 
common fixed point u* in X*. 
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Lemma 2. If {T n} is a sequence of densifying mappings, each 
mapping being a quasi=gauge space (X, P) inco itself and there is a 
dense subset X of X such that for any two operators T,, Ti, 
p(T,x,Tiy)<'A p(x, Y), where O<'A< I and x, y E X0 with xr" y 
then p(T, x, Tj y) < 'A p(x, y) for all x, y EX w1th x;F y. 

PROOF. Suppose xr" y are any two points of X. Since X 0 is 
dense in X, there are two sequences {xn} _and {Yn} of points of X 0 

such .that limn~., Xn = x, limn~oo Yn= y and Xn >"' Yn for all n. Since 
Xn, Yn E X and Xn >"' Yn, we have p( T;Xno Ti y n)< 'A p(x, y). Using 
continuity of T,, Tj, we get 

p(Ttx, Tiy)<'A p(x, y). 

Theorem 2. Let {Tn} be sequence of continuous densifying 
mappings, each mapping being on a quasi-gauge space (X, P; into 
itself and suppose there is a dense subset X 0 of X, such that 

(i) For any two maps T., Ti, p(T.x, Tiy)<'A p(x, y, where 
O<'A< I and x, y E X0 with x;F y and 

(ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of {xn = T'»xn-d are distinct. 

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
unique fixed point u common to {T,,} is that there is a sequence {u,.} 
in u*, with Tn * u*=v*, for (n=l, 2, 3, ... } converging to u. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2 (i) holds for every pair x, y of points of X 
with xr" y. Then by the note following Lemma 1 there is a unique 
fixed point u* in X* common to {Tn * }. For sufficient part, let 
{un}E u* converging to a point u in X. For a fixed m, 

p(u, Tmu)=p* (u', (Tmu)') 

<p* (u', u*)+p*(u*, Tm* u*) 

+p*(Tm *u*, (Tmun)')+p* (lTmu,J, (Tmu)'). 

By the continuity of Tm, the terms on the right-hand side tend to 
zero as n->oo, the lim11 -,)>.,, (v, Tm v)=O i.e., T,,, u=u. So we prove 
that u is a fixed point common to Tn(n= l, 2, 3, ... ). Uniqueness 
u of follows from that of u*. 

For the necessary part, if u is a fixed point common to {Tn} then 
u'=the equivalence class containing {u, u, ... , u, ... } is a fixed point 
common to T-r., {n=l, 2, ... ,}. Since u is unique, u* contains {u, u, 
... , u ... ,}. Define u,.=u for every n. Then {u11} E u* and converges 
to u. 

This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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